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Dedication

Marshall cited by Agricola, Last Whole Earth Catalog

"I just want my students to open up to the glories of living."

So says this year's Agricola dedicatee, Mrs. Helen Terry Marshall, when asked what her philosophy of teaching was. "I am more encouraged by students thinking than not thinking, although I sometimes worry about what they do think."

Although an art teacher, Mrs. Marshall has acquired many "children" at Tech from varied majors in her humanities classes and has been the subject of several pieces of poetry by former students.

Mrs. Marshall is an associate professor of Art and has been an Art and Humanities instructor for 13 years. She came to Tech in 1959 and was placed on "The Creative and Extraordinary People List" of The Last Whole Earth Catalog in 1972.

This is Mrs. Marshall's last year at Tech. She will "retire" to her house on her "blue, blue hill" on North Star Route north of Dover where she runs Silver Point Trails, an arts and crafts shop. After leaving Tech, Mrs. Marshall also plans to resume painting, antiquing and ceramics, tend to her garden and animals, and teach adult reading and writing in conjunction with the regional library at Dardanelle. In short, her retirement will probably be pretty busy.
A Poem Written While Writing
a Paper for Mrs. Marshall's
Pre-Renaissance Art

You scream to your classes:
"What do you think?
Think, think, think!
Not what I think
but what you think!"
By the end of the semester
we all are thinking so much that
no one can say a word without
interrupting another thinker.
Thank you for making me think.
I think I learned to dislike term papers
(theym hamper my thinking),
but . . . I am think, think, thinking . . .
I think I thought too much.

—Reglong
Country gives place for reflections
Wine festival a bright spot in fall
Time spent with hobbies reflects the full person
Buildings, people reflect changes
Quirks columnist reflects on ashes